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15 Lined Tunnel Construction in Saturated Ground

15.1 Problem Statement

A circular tunnel with an excavated radius of 6 m, and with its center at a depth of 65 m below
the surface, is constructed in saturated ground. The pre-construction water table is at a depth of
5 m below the surface. The ground is dewatered during the construction phase. The tunnel is
supported by a temporary shotcrete liner, which is installed while the tunnel excavation advances,
and a final cast-in-place 0.4 m-thick concrete liner. The analysis is required to determine the forces
and moments that develop in the concrete liner both when the water level returns to its original
elevation and when, at a later time, the temporary shotcrete liner loses its strength.

The construction sequence considered in this analysis is divided into six stages:

1. Before construction begins, the water table is lowered to approximately 10 m below the
tunnel invert using dewatering wells. The initial in-situ stress ratio, Ko, is 0.5 for the
unsaturated state.

2. The excavation begins, and the tunnel advancement produces tunnel closure correspond-
ing to a 30% relaxation of traction forces acting on the tunnel periphery before the
shotcrete liner is installed.

3. The shotcrete is installed, the tunnel is advanced to produce 100% relaxation, and load
develops in the shotcrete. Note that the shotcrete is sufficiently porous, such that it
provides negligible resistance to fluid flow when the original water table is restored.

4. A permanent cast-in-place concrete liner is then placed inside the shotcrete lined tunnel.
A plastic waterproof membrane covers the concrete liner; the concrete plus membrane
is impermeable.

5. After the concrete liner is installed, the dewatering wells are stopped, and the water rises
to the original level. Pore pressures are reestablished throughout the ground and the outer
liner, but fluid does not penetrate past the impermeable inner liner. The water exerts a
pressure in the “gap” between the two liners; this pressure causes axial forces to develop
within the liners.

6. Finally, the shotcrete liner degrades over time, and the ground relaxes into the inner liner.

Figure 15.1 illustrates the construction sequence that is simulated in the FLAC analysis. The figure
also lists the rock, shotcrete and concrete liner properties assumed for the analysis.
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Figure 15.1 Conditions and sequence for the lined tunnel construction
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15.2 Modeling Procedure

The six construction stages are simulated as separate steps in the FLAC analysis. Each step is
described in the following sections. The model is created using FLAC ’s graphical user interface.
Upon entering the graphical interface, the groundwater flow option, adjust total stress option and
structural elements facility are activated from the Model options dialog. The option for automatic
adjustment of total stresses is selected to facilitate the calculation for Stage 5, when the water table
is raised in the model. The SI system of units is also selected for this example. The Model options
dialog is shown in Figure 15.2:

Figure 15.2 Model options selected for lined tunnel example

After the model options are selected, a Project File (*.prj) dialog opens. A working directory is
selected for storing files related to this project, and a project title (“Lined tunnel construction in
saturated ground”) and project file name (“LINEDTUNNEL.PRJ”) are assigned in the dialog. A
record of all FLAC commands used to create and run this model can be saved to file after the project
is complete (using the File / Export Record menu item).
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15.2.1 Step 1: Initial State with Lowered Water Table

The model creation takes advantage of the problem symmetry, as shown in Figure 15.1. The grid is
constructed using the Build / Generate / Geometry Builder tool. The outer boundary edges are created first,
and the the tunnel boundary is added. Finally, “construction lines” are used to divide the model
into quadrilateral blocks to facilitate creating the mesh in the model. The geometry is shown in
Figure 15.3.

The model geometry is loaded into the Virtual / Edit tool to assign boundary conditions, zoning and
material models and properties. Figure 15.4 shows the standard boundary conditions that can be
applied in this example. The left boundary is a line of symmetry, and the right boundary is fixed
from movement in the x-direction. The top boundary is a free surface, and the bottom boundary is
fixed from movement in both the x- and y-directions.

Figure 15.3 Model geometry created in Build / Generate / Geometry Builder tool
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Figure 15.4 Assigned boundary conditions in the Virtual / Edit tool

The mesh is created using the Mesh stage in the Virtual / Edit tool. Zoning can be automatically or
manually created within the quadrilateral blocks of the problem domain. Figure 15.5 shows a
close-up view in the vicinity of the tunnel, in which finer zoning is created. Figure 15.6 displays
the mesh for the entire model. Note that the grid becomes progressively more coarse farther away
from the tunnel region.
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Figure 15.5 Grid created for lined tunnel example – close-up view of tunnel
region

Figure 15.6 Final grid created for lined tunnel example
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The material properties for the rock are entered using the Materials stage in the Virtual / Edit tool. The
properties are displayed in the Define Material dialog shown in Figure 15.7. After the material
model and properties are assigned, the Virtual / Edit tool is exited and the FLAC commands are
created by pressing Execute . The state is saved as “INITIAL.SAV”.

Figure 15.7 Define Material dialog with rock properties for lined tunnel ex-
ample

The initial stress state is specified assuming that no water is present. The rock density listed in
Figure 15.1 is considered to be the unsaturated value, and assuming a value of 10 m/sec2 for the
gravitational magnitude, the calculated vertical stress at the bottom of the model (145 m depth) is
then −3.248 MPa. A linear variation based on this value is entered for the yy-stress component,
using the In Situ / Initial tool. The xx-stress and zz-stress components are also entered, based on the
lateral stress ratio, Ko = 0.5. The input stresses are shown in the Initial tool displayed in Figure 15.8.
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Figure 15.8 Initial stress state distribution entered in the Initial tool

The gravitational magnitude is entered using the Settings / Gravity tool, and the groundwater flow
calculation is turned off using the Settings / GW tool. The Run / Solve tool is now used to calculate the
initial stress state. The model should be very close to an equilibrium state. In order to ensure that
a uniform stress distribution is developed in the model, the Solve Initial Equilibrium as Elastic Model check
box is selected.

After the equilibrium state is calculated, the initial stress distribution is checked. Figure 15.9
displays the plot of the initial vertical stress distribution. Figure 15.10 shows the same result
presented in a PostScript format. Different output formats can be selected from the File / Print
Plot Setup menu item.
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Figure 15.9 Vertical stress distribution at initial state
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Figure 15.10 Vertical stress distribution at initial state – PostScript format
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15.2.2 Step 2: Tunnel Excavation with 30% Relaxation of Tunnel Tractions

The tunnel region is excavated using the Material / Assign tool. The Region radio button is selected to
delineate the tunnel region, and then the null material is highlighted and the mouse is clicked within
the tunnel region to null the zones in this region. Figure 15.11 shows the null tunnel region in the
Assign tool.

Figure 15.11 Null tunnel zones in the Assign tool

The tunnel closure is monitored as a history during the excavation. The FISH function named
“VERT CLOSURE” is executed in the Fish editor to monitor the vertical closure/opening, calculated
as the difference between vertical displacement at the crown and invert of the tunnel. The horizontal
closure is also monitored by taking a history of the x-displacement at a gridpoint along the tunnel
boundary. Histories are recorded using the Utility / History tool.

The tunnel excavation with 30% relaxation of tunnel tractions is performed using the APPLY relax
command in the In Situ / Apply tool. The command is applied along the entire tunnel boundary. When
the command is executed, x- and y-reaction forces at the gridpoints are recovered and then applied
as tractions (with an opposite sign) at the same gridpoints. The nstep keyword defines the number
of intervals over which the tractions are reduced. In this stage, nstep = 20, i.e., the tractions are
reduced in 20 increments from the zero relaxation state. The keyword rstop sets the final reduced
value of the traction, and in this case, rstop = 0.7 for 30% reduction. Tunnel closure is monitored
as a history. The vertical closure vert clos, is recorded as grhist = 1 in the APPLY relax command.
The application of the APPLY relax command in the In Situ / Apply tool is shown in Figure 15.12.
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The model is now solved for the equilibrium solution at 30% relaxation of the tunnel tractions
using the Run / Solve tool. The tractions at 30% relaxation are shown by the applied forces plot in
Figure 15.13.

Figure 15.12 Application of APPLY relax for 30% relaxation of tunnel tractions
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Figure 15.13 Applied forces after 30% relaxation of tractions

15.2.3 Step 3: Install Shotcrete and Relax Tunnel Tractions 100%

The shotcrete is installed by using the Structure / Liner tool. The structural nodes are attached directly
to the grid, as shown in Figure 15.14. The shotcrete properties are assigned in the Structure / SEProp

tool. The property ID for the shotcrete liner elements is identified in the tool as “L1.” By clicking
on this ID number, the Liner Element Properties dialog opens and properties are entered, as shown
in Figure 15.15. Note that the weight of the shotcrete is neglected for this example.
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Figure 15.14 Shotcrete liner installed as liner elements attached to tunnel-
boundary gridpoints

Because only one-half of the liner is modeled, the structural nodes along the line of symmetry must
be fixed from translation in the x-direction and from rotation. The fixity conditions for these nodes
(node numbers 1 and 37) are set in the Structure / Node tool.
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Figure 15.15 Shotcrete properties assigned in the Liner Element Properties
dialog

The tunnel loads are now relaxed completely around the tunnel. The APPLY relax command is
executed again with nsteps = 20 and rstop = 0.0. The tractions are then reduced 100%. The new
equilibrium solution at 100% relaxation is found using Run / Solve .

Figure 15.16 displays the vertical and horizontal closure histories for the tunnel. The total verti-
cal closure is approximately 12.0 cm and the total horizontal closure approximately 2.0 cm after
100% relaxation. The axial forces that develop in the shotcrete after total relaxation are shown in
Figure 15.17. The maximum force corresponds to an axial stress of approximately 22 MPa.
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Figure 15.16 Vertical and horizontal closures around tunnel
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Figure 15.17 Axial forces in shotcrete after 100% relaxation of tunnel loads
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15.2.4 Step 4: Install Concrete Liner

The cast-in-place concrete liner is installed in Step 4. The Structure / Liner tool is used, as shown
in Figure 15.18. However, this time, an interface provides the connection between the new
liner and the grid.* The liner elements for the concrete liner are created by first checking the
Attach nodes to an interface radio button in the Structure / Liner tool. We also specify an initial gap of 1 cm
between the liner elements and the grid after checking the Add a gap from grid? radio button. When the
new nodes are positioned by dragging the mouse along the tunnel boundary, an Interface properties
dialog opens to assign the interface properties. The interface is assumed to only provide frictional
resistance with a friction angle of 30◦. The normal and shear stiffness values for the interface (4000
MPa/m) are selected to satisfy the condition that the deformability of the interface has minimal
influence on both the compliance of the total model and the calculational speed (see Section 3.4.1
in Theory and Background).

Figure 15.18 Concrete liner elements installed and connected to the grid using
an interface

* Note that the concrete liner is connected to the grid via an interface and not to the shotcrete liner.
This is done because the shotcrete liner will be deleted later in the analysis (in Step 6). If the
concrete and shotcrete liners are connected with an interface and the shotcrete liner is deleted, then
the interface is also deleted. A new interface would need to be created between the concrete liner
and grid at Step 6. Because the shotcrete liner and grid are rigidly attached, it is sufficient to connect
the concrete liner to the grid with the interface at Step 4.
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In order to assign material properties for the concrete liner that are different from those for the
shotcrete, a different property ID number must be prescribed for the new liner elements. The PropID

radio button is selected while still in the Structure / Liner tool. An “L1” symbol will appear over the
newly created liner elements. By clicking on this symbol, a dialog opens to rename the symbol, as
shown in Figure 15.19. Select “L2” and all of the new segments are assigned “L2.”

The material properties for the concrete liner are assigned using the Structure / SEProp tool. Click on
one of the “L2” symbols to open the dialog, as shown in Figure 15.20. (Note that “L2” property
should be highlighted in the dialog.) The weight of the concrete liner is included for the concrete
liner by assigning the mass density in this dialog. It is only necessary to assign the properties for
one “L2” element; all elements with “L2” IDs will then be prescribed these properties.

The translation and rotation fixity conditions for the concrete-liner nodes along the centerline (nodes
38 and 74) must also be set, using the Structure / Node tool. This satisfies the symmetry condition as
done previously for the shotcrete liner.

Figure 15.19 Reassigning liner property ID numbers to “L2” for the concrete
liner elements
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Figure 15.20 Concrete liner properties assigned in Liner Element Properties
dialog

The model is stepped again to an equilibrium state using Run / Solve . The concrete liner settles onto
the grid at the invert of the tunnel, and normal stresses develop along the interface, as shown in
Figure 15.21. The “alternate” interface normal stress plot is used to clearly show those interface
segments in contact. Note that stresses act mainly on alternate segments because slight shear
movement on the interface causes geometrical mismatch for the contacting nodes on one side of the
interface. This behavior is quite normal and is illustrated in Figure 3.16 in Section 3.5.5 in Theory
and Background.
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Figure 15.21 Normal stresses along interface after concrete liner settles onto
grid at tunnel invert

15.2.5 Step 5: Reestablish Water Table

The water level is raised to the original elevation in Step 5. This stage of the simulation is performed
in two steps (as an “uncoupled” analysis). First, a flow-only calculation is performed to establish
the pore-pressure distribution. Then, a mechanical-only calculation is performed to establish the
change in the stress state and the loading in the liners due to the water pressure acting on the liners.

The water level is raised by using the In Situ / Initial tool to specify a pore pressure distribution. For
the water table located at y = 60 m in this model (5 m below the surface), and the bottom of the
model located at y = −80 m, the pore pressure varies linearly from zero at y = 60 to 1.4 MPa at
y = −80.

The pore pressure distribution is applied with FISH function “ININVT.FIS”. This function automat-
ically calclulates the pore pressures that are compatible for a model containing a phreatic surface.
The fluid flow calculation mode is turned on and groundwater density and water bulk modulus are
assigned before executing the FISH function. The water density is set to 1000 kg/m3 and water bulk
modulus is set to 10,000 Pa (to speed convergence to steady state flow) in the Settings / GW tool. Note
that by setting syytab = 0, only pore pressures are initialized in “ININVT.FIS”. The Run / Solve tool
is then applied to check that the model is at steady-state flow. Figure 15.22 displays the execution
of the FISH function and the resulting pore pressure distribution.
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Figure 15.22 Assign pore-pressure distribution corresponding to raising the
water table to y = 60 m, using “ININVT.FIS”

The mechanical response resulting from raising the water level is now calculated. The flow-
calculation mode is turned off and the water bulk modulus is set to zero in the Settings / GW tool. The
mechanical-calculation mode is turned on in the Settings / Mech tool.

When the water level is raised, the water is reestablished throughout the ground and the permeable
shotcrete liner, but not in the impermeable concrete liner. Thus, the water exerts a pressure in the
gap between the two liners. The pressure acts on both the inner concrete liner and the outer shotcrete
liner. The pressure applied to the shotcrete liner is applied using the in Situ / Apply tool. For the water
level raised to y = 60, the water pressure applied at the tunnel boundary varies from 660,000 Pa at
the invert to 540,000 Pa at the crown. The application of this pressure in the in Situ / Apply tool is
illustrated in Figure 15.23.
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Figure 15.23 Apply pressure to shotcrete liner

In order to apply a pressure to the inner concrete liner, it is necessary to write a FISH function
that calculates the forces at the liner nodes that correspond to the water pressure. The function
“APPLY GAP PRESS.FIS” performs this operation. This function accesses liner-element variables
associated with the concrete liner. The file “STR.FIN” is used to identify and access the various
structural data. (See Section 4 in the FISH volume for a description of the use of “.FIN” files to
access the FLAC data structure.) The x- and y-direction forces are calculated corresponding to the
water pressure at the depth of each liner node along the concrete liner. These forces are then added
to the nodal forces at the offset locations identified by the symbols $kndlo1 for the x-applied
force and $kndlo2 for the y-applied force.

“APPLY GAP PRESS.FIS” is executed from the Fish editor. Three input parameters are required
for this function: y wtab, the y-coordinate of the water table; tuncen x, the x-coordinate of the
tunnel center; and tuncen y, the y-coordinate of the tunnel center.

After “APPLY GAP PRESS.FIS” is executed, the new equilibrium state is calculated using the
Run / Solve tool.

The tunnel moves upward and distorts slightly inward at the springline, as indicated by the magnified-
mesh plot shown in Figure 15.24. The vertical distance between the crown and invert increases by
approximately 3.0 cm due to the water pressure gradient, as shown in Figure 15.25. The resulting
axial forces in the liners are shown in Figure 15.26. The moment distribution in the concrete liner
and the normal stress along the interface are displayed in Figure 15.27. Some yielding of the rock
occurs during the water table rise.
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Figure 15.24 Exaggerated grid distortion after raising water table
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Figure 15.25 Tunnel closure/opening after raising water table
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Figure 15.26 Axial forces in liners after raising water table
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Figure 15.27 Moments in concrete liner and normal stress along interface after
raising water table
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15.2.6 Step 6: Delete Shotcrete Liner

In the last step of this analysis, the shotcrete liner is deleted to represent the degradation of the liner.
The shotcrete elements are deleted in the Structure / Segments tool. The shotcrete elements (elements 1
through 36) are highlighted with the mouse and deleted, as shown in Figure 15.28.

The final axial load in the concrete liner after the shotcrete is deleted is shown in Figure 15.29. The
maximum force corresponds to an axial stress of approximately 19 MPa.

Figure 15.28 Delete shotcrete-liner elements in Structure / Segments tool
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Figure 15.29 Axial force in concrete liner after deleting shotcrete liner
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